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Four Page Summary of the ’Monitoring Report on the 2004-
2005 Haringey Sure Start Community Chest Pilot’

January 2005

Introduction

In February 2004 the five Haringey Sure Start local programmes awarded a total of

£140,000 in community chest funding to local organisations and groups. The purpose

of this report is to review the progress made by the thirteen groups that received

community chest funding from the High Cross and/or Park Lane Sure Start local

programmes. The report starts by recounting the development of the community chest

fund, and the process that led to the thirteen groups receiving community chest

funding. Next, it reviews the progress made by the groups as of November 2004,

looking at how the groups spent their grant and the results of their evaluation and

monitoring activity. Finally, the review summarises the suggestions made by

community development workers on how Sure Start local programmes should engage

community groups in the future.

This report has been written for those who already have some knowledge about Sure

Start local programmes.

� You can obtain more information about the national Sure Start initiative by

visiting the following web site: http://www.surestart.gov.uk/aboutsurestart/

� You can obtain more information about Haringey Sure Start local programmes by

visiting http://www.haringey.gov.uk/children/eyc/surestart.htm

Haringey Sure Start Community Chest Pilot

The Haringey Sure Start community chest pilot was established to support and

empower local groups to develop projects and meet local need. The pilot started in

late 2003 when Sure Start local programmes created a cross-programme application

form for groups interested in accessing community chest funding. Each programme

established a community chest panel to consider applications and allocate the funding.

In February 2004, the community chest panels for High Cross and Park Lane

allocated a total of £25,000 to thirteen groups to deliver fourteen projects. Groups

were also sent a letter of award, a contract of terms and conditions, and offers of

training in child protection and project management. A community development

worker was allocated to each group to support the implementation, monitoring and

evaluation of the group's project. Some groups were sent a ‘monitoring and

evaluation' form. Of the thirteen groups awarded funding, seven were constituted and

six were unconstituted.

Each group was expected to start work on its project by the end of September 2004. In

October 2004 the programme managers of Park Lane and High Cross asked the

evaluation officer to review the progress that had been made by the thirteen groups. In

particular, the programme managers wanted the evaluation officer to find out (see

next page):
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� Whether groups had started to use their funding and were likely to have used it up

by the end of the financial year.

� Whether groups were using their funding in a manner consistent with their

community chest proposal.

� Whether groups had provided monitoring and evaluation data.

� Whether groups felt that the local programmes could have supported them better.

Findings

The evaluation officer conducted the review in October and November of 2004, and

found that:

� Of the thirteen groups awarded funding, eleven had started to spend their grant.

� No group had reported any problems with spending the grant or with invoices.

� With one exception, no group felt that Sure Start local programmes could have

supported them any better.

� Five projects had been completed by November 2004.

� A further five projects were likely to be completed by the end of the financial

year.

Six groups sent back monitoring and evaluation forms to the local programmes by

November 2004. The evaluation data available indicated that community chest

projects had achieved a number of outcomes for families. The outcomes are presented

here under the Sure Start objective to which they relate:

1. Improving social and emotional development

Kid City provided craniotherapy to families with children with a disability. Three

mothers who attended for regular treatment were reported to be able to cope better

with the stresses and strains of life. In two cases, carers had been able to

implement relaxation, anger management and other stress management tools into

their daily lives.

2. Improving health

Kid City’s craniotherapy had enabled parents to release themselves from panic

related physical symptoms and had led to a reduction in headaches in one case.

3. Improving children’s ability to learn

The Pembury House Parents Committee created a CD of a story translated into

community languages. The CD was distributed to parents. In a report written by

the Story Sack Facilitator, parents reported using the CD with their children, some

reading stories to their children for the first time.

During the two week Easter break, the Northumberland Park Women and

Children’s Centre provided eight free pre-school places to children who had had

no previous access of pre-school or nursery provision.
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Christian Action and Response in Society, a voluntary organisation, provided a

three-week summer scheme to forty-six Sure Start children from families living in

temporary accommodation or refugee and asylum-seeking families.

4. Strengthening families and communities

An unexpected outcome of the Albanian and Kosovan Group holding its weekend

story-telling sessions in a local library was that all the children who attended the

group took up membership of and regularly used the library.

Ugandan Community Relief Association provided a five-month ‘literacy and

support’ course to eleven parents. By the end of the course all parents had

accessed some kind of advice, service or guidance. For example, one parent was

helped to access the GP and another was helped with filling in naturalisation

papers. Three had gone on to do voluntary work in an English speaking

environment. One parent had gone on to study a Social Care Course with Job

Centre Plus.

Of the six non-constituted groups, three suffered from members dropping out or being

unavailable to provide the service. Two of these three groups reported that they were

unlikely to see their projects through to completion. A fourth group, which had not

suffered from members dropping out, was uncertain about achieving its project's

principal aim, the appointment of a nursery teacher, by the end of the financial year.

Three of the six non-constituted groups were likely to complete their project by the

end of the financial year.

Feedback from the Cross-Programme Forum

In October 2004, the Sure Start Strategic Services Manager, in consultation with

programme staff, decided that the cross-programme community chest pilot would not

be repeated in the next financial year (2005-2006). However, to ensure that local

programmes used the experience of the community chest pilot to improve the way

they worked with local community groups, she asked the evaluation officer to

convene a cross-programme forum to discuss the findings from the evaluation

officer's review. The evaluation officer invited programme managers and community

development workers from the five local programmes to the forum. He also invited

outreach workers from the Park Lane and High Cross programmes. The forum took

place in December and was structured to enable community development workers, the

only workers involved with community chest projects on a week to week basis, to

feedback their opinions and suggestions to programme managers.

One of the key suggestions to emerge from community development workers was that

Sure Start local programmes should spend more time developing the capacity of local

groups to deliver services before encouraging them to apply for Sure Start funding.

Community development workers felt the community chest panels had been rushed to

allocate money, and had subsequently failed to subject the proposals to a rigorous

analysis. They also felt that local programmes had encouraged groups to make

applications for funding without properly assessing their capacity to deliver over the
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long-term. The combined effect was that some projects received funding even though

their ambitions were too high and others received funding even though their budgets

were incomplete. The findings from the review supported the need for local

programmes to pay more attention to the capacity of local groups for implementing

projects: three of the six non-constituted groups awarded funding suffered from

members of the group dropping out or being unavailable to run the service.

The community development workers all agreed that they did not have enough time to

properly support the community chest projects. The review supported the idea that the

projects needed closer supervision. It found that four groups were either spending or

planning to spend their money on things not identified in their application.

Furthermore, attendance data was being collected for only five of the fourteen

projects, and only three projects were registering new Sure Start parents. On the basis

of their experiences the community development workers and other Sure Start local

programme staff came up with the following suggestions.

1. Local programmes should assess the amount of staff time and resource needed to

properly develop the capacity of local groups and monitor their activity. Next,

they should set a limit on the number of groups awarded community chest funding

according to the amount of staff time and resource available.

2. The purpose of the community chest pilot should be made clearer, i.e. is it a ’one

off’ funding exercise or a continuous source of funding for developing group’s

long-term capacity to deliver services? Is it for constituted and/or non-constituted

groups?

3. More time should be spent developing the capacity of local groups to deliver

services before encouraging them to apply for community chest funding.

4. Community chest funding could be used to capacity build groups so they are able

to access non-Sure Start funding.

5. Local groups need to prove they have the capacity to properly monitor and

evaluate their provision before being awarded funding.

6. Rather than giving community chest groups all their funding at the beginning of

the financial year, local programmes should release funding on a quarterly basis,

with the release of each quarter’s funding being conditional upon the group

performing satisfactorily in the previous quarter.

7. Local programmes should consider using a more detailed application form and a

more rigorous procedure for analysing application forms.

8. Those responsible for allocating funding need to be properly informed about local

service provision and local needs.

9. Applicants for community chest funding should be required to do a presentation to

the community chest panel.

Whilst workers’ suggestions were based on their experiences and the findings of this

review, they should not be treated uncritically. It was not possible, within the two-

hour meeting, to submit all the things said to close scrutiny. Furthermore, a number of

people, who had had significant involvement in the community chest pilot, did not

take part in the meeting. The suggestions should also be considered in tandem with an

earlier review, conducted in April 2004, of the procedures through which community

chest funding was allocated (Macalpine, 2004, see appendices in full report).
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Introduction to Main Report

The purpose of this report is to inform programme managers on the progress made by

thirteen groups that received community chest funding from the High Cross and/or

Park Lane Sure Start local programmes in 2004. The report consists of five sections.

Readers who have a general interest in the issues arising from the community chest

pilot, but who are not interested with the fine detail of each project, are advised to

read the first, fourth and fifth sections. The first section recounts the development of

the community chest fund, and the process that led up to thirteen groups receiving

community chest money to run fourteen projects for the High Cross and/or Park Lane

local programme. It also explains why the community chest fund was established,

how the fund was administered and the expectations placed upon the groups awarded

funding.

The second section reports on each of the fourteen community chest projects. Each

report details:

� The aims of the group providing the project.

� Whether the group providing the project was constituted.

� The amount of funding allocated to the group to deliver the project.

� The group’s description of the community chest project as outlined in their
application for community chest funding.

� The group’s explanation for how the project contributed to Sure Start objectives,

as outlined in their application for community chest funding.

� A report on the progress made by the group - accurate for November 2004.

� Comments, requests for further information and decisions made by the High Cross

and Park Lane Programme Managers in light of the report’s findings (accurate for

January 2005).

The third section offers an overview of the progress made by the community chest

groups. It looks at the sustainability of non-constituted groups, where community

chest groups departed from the plans envisaged in their community chest application

forms, whether groups experienced any problems in accessing and spending their

grant, and the evaluation and monitoring of community chest projects. The

information included in this section is accurate for November 2004.

The fourth section summarises the reflections and suggestions made by community

development workers and other Sure Start local programme staff in a cross-

programme forum that took place in December 2004. Community development

workers were asked to identify lessons learned and suggestions for the future, based

on the findings detailed in Sections 2 and 3, and their own experiences in supporting

the community chest groups. In particular, they were asked to comment on how local

programmes should support local people to take a leading role in the development of

Sure Start projects, and identify the mechanisms that local programmes need to put in

place to ensure community led services meet real needs. The fifth section provides a

conclusion to the report.
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Section 1: Background to the Haringey Sure Start Community
Chest Pilot

The Haringey Sure Start Local Programmes Community Chest Pilot was launched in

November 2003. The purpose of the pilot was to enable Sure Start local programmes

to share their financial resources with local communities, to support and empower

people and groups to take a leading role in the development of projects, and to meet

local need (Sure Start Haringey, 2003b). The pilot’s aims were to:

1. Provide support and finance to build the capacity of voluntary and community

groups to achieve common objectives.

2. Work with local communities to develop high quality services for children under 4

and their families.

3. Promote projects that are locally led and use the great wealth of learning and

experience present within Haringey's diverse communities.

Local groups were required to ensure their proposed projects addressed one of the

following national Sure Start objectives:

1. Improving the availability, accessibility, affordability and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

5. Strengthening families and communities.

Furthermore groups bidding for community chest money were expected to focus their

projects on:

1. Initiatives representing hard-to-reach or excluded groups.

2. Innovative projects.

3. Projects that offer value for money.

4. Projects that seek to involve parents and carers.

5. Projects that are clearly open to all sections of the community

(Sure Start Haringey, 2003b).

The total amount of funding provided by the five programmes was £140,000. High

Cross agreed a budget of £10,000, Park Lane agreed a budget of £20,000. Two types

of community chest grant were available:

1) The Community Chest Main Grant - designed to support groups in the manner

described above. It is projects funded by this grant that form the focus of this

review.

2) The Individual Development Grant - designed to support the personal and/or

professional development needs of parents and carers, or other individuals, who

work in a voluntary capacity with local programmes.

(Sure Start Haringey, 2003b)

Sure Start Local Programmes created a cross-programme application form for groups

interested in accessing community chest funding. Each form was accompanied with

guidelines and the set of criteria against which applications would be judged. Groups
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were allowed to make cross programme applications as well as programme specific

ones.

Both programmes established panels for allocating their funding. The role of the

panels was to consider the applications submitted by local groups in the context of

local priorities and existing service provision. The panels were recruited by

community development workers and comprised parents, non-parents and an

‘independent’ Chair (a person with experience of community development and

chairing meetings, who was not a user or provider of Sure Start services, or a member

of the local programme Partnership Board). In early February 2004, and in

preparation for the panel meetings, community development workers appraised each

application against the Sure Start objectives, project implementation criteria and

management criteria. The panel meetings took place in late February (Christie and

Sugarman, 2004). Panels discussed each proposal and decided whether to fund it,

often using the appraisal as a starting point for discussion (Christie and Sugarman,

2004, p.17). Table 1 (below) shows that High Cross distributed £5,728 in community

chest ‘main grant’ funds to eight groups for nine different projects. Two of these

groups later declined their funding. The Park Lane local programme distributed

£20,949, covering fourteen different projects, six of which were jointly funded with

High Cross (two of which later declined their funding).

Following the panel meetings, the community development workers sent each

successful group a letter of award and a contract of terms and conditions of funding

(Christie and Sugarman, 2004, p.18). Groups were offered child protection in April

2004 and project management training in May 2004. Sure Start also allocated a

community development worker to each funded project. The community development

worker’s role was to support the group in setting up, implementing, monitoring and

evaluating the project (Christie and Sugarman, 2004, p.18). Each applicant was

required to maintain monitoring records of it's project and conduct it's own evaluation

(Christie and Sugarman, 2004, p.18, p.22). Some of the community chest projects

funded by High Cross and Park Lane were sent a ‘monitoring and evaluation’ form’

which laid down the requirements particular to that project (see Appendix 1 for a copy

of the form sent to UCRA).

All funding was awarded by the end of March 2004. In the case of non-constituted

groups, a holding organisation was nominated to hold their money and act as the

accountable body. Haringey Association for Voluntary and Community Organisations

(HAVCO) acted as the holding organisation for Pembury House Parents Organising

Committee, the Albanian/Kosovan Group, Healing Way Haringey and the Pretoria

Road Group. Northumberland Park Women and Children’s Centre acted as the

holding organisation for Art Nature.
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TABLE 1
COMMUNITY CHEST PROJECTS FUNDED BY HIGH CROSS AND PARK LANE LOCAL PROGRAMMES

Where a project is highlighted in grey this indicates that the group turned down the funding

offered.

White cell means the programme

funds the project.

Black cell means the programme

does not fund the project.

R – Roundway

WGC – West Green

and Chestnuts

NP – Noel Park

Project

Number Group Project Award

Funded

By High

Cross

Funded

By Park

Lane

Funded By

Other

Programmes

2 Devon Close Pre-school Office Computer 1697 1697

3 Pembury House Parents

Organising Committee

Story Sack Making Project 1650 330 1320

4 St Mary’s Drop-in Purchase of toys and equipment 338 30 122 R

5 Healing Way Haringey Naturally Healthy 2000 200 720 R

10 Kids City Therapy Sessions 5506 2108 R, NP

11 Albanian/Kosovan Group Story Telling Project 2200 2200

13 Northumberland Park Women

and Children’s Centre

Free Pre-School Places 1066 1066

14 Northumberland Park Women

and Children’s Centre

Outreach Worker 3510 2510

15 Art Nature Art Nature 2200 2200

16 Haringey Shed Wannabees 550 550

35 La Escuelita Nursery Teacher 2500 150 675 WGC

36 CARIS Summer Playscheme 1700 74 296 WGC, NP, R

37 Home Start Haringey Play Worker. 14706 747 2986 WGC, NP, R

39 Pretoria Road Group Accident Prevention Loan

Scheme

3826 696 WGC, R, NP

41 Selby Centre Community Development

Training

5000 Data not

available

Data not

available
WGC, NP, R.

45 Uganda Community Relief

Association

Targeted Support 5000 2500 R.
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Each community chest group was expected to start work by the end of September

2004. In October 2004 the programme managers of Park Lane and High Cross asked

the evaluation officer to review the progress made by the fourteen projects, and in

particular to establish:

� Whether groups had started to use their funding and were likely to have used it up

by the end of the financial year.

� Whether groups were using their funding in a manner consistent with their

community chest proposal.

� Whether groups had provided monitoring and evaluation data.

� Whether groups felt that the local programmes could have supported them better.

The evaluation officer implemented the review in three phases. First, he established

contact with the community development workers appointed to the fourteen

community chest projects. With each community development worker, he agreed a

strategy for approaching the group running the project. In the second phase the

community development worker or evaluation officer contacted the group to conduct

the review. In some cases the community development workers conducted the review,

because they had already established a rapport with the group. Where this was the

case, the community development worker fed the review findings back to the

evaluation officer. In all other cases, the evaluation officer arranged a meeting or

phone interview to collect the information himself. The third phase concerned the

evaluation of the community chest projects. Where a community chest project had

been completed, the programme managers required the submission of an evaluation

report or the completion of the monitoring and evaluation form sent to groups with

their contract. Where the group was in the middle of completing the project, the

evaluation officer was instructed to work with the group to ensure that it filled in its

monitoring and evaluation form, or develop an evaluation plan using the structure

provided by the Sure Start Local Programmes Project Form. Where the group had not

yet started the project, the evaluation officer was instructed to work with the group to

develop an evaluation plan using the Sure Start Local Programmes Project Form.

The next section provides reports on each of the fourteen community chest projects.

Each report details:

� The aims of the group providing the project.

� Whether the group providing the project was constituted.

� The amount of funding allocated to the group to deliver the project.

� The description of the community chest project outlined in the group’s application.

� The group’s explanation for how the project contributed to Sure Start objectives,

as outlined in their application for community chest funding.

� A report on the progress made by the group.

The information provided in the reports is accurate for November 2004. Each report

provided space for programme managers to note questions, make comments and plan

any action needed in light of the review’s findings.
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Section 2: Community Chest Pilot Project Reports

Devon Close Pre-School: Office Computer (No. 02)

Constituted Group? YesThe Group’s Aims

To provide the highest quality education and care for all our children. To offer a welcome to each individual child

and family and provide a warm and caring environment within which all children can learn and develop as they

play.

Grant £1, 697

High Cross £1, 697

Grant Spent Yes

Project Description

We will buy a computer with internet capabilities. We aim to use it to help the office and the school run smoother

and more efficiently, as well as an aid to learning and development, open to all out volunteers and members. It will

enable better communication for all our areas of service by use of email and eventually a website.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

It will help improve the ITC skills of all members, volunteers and staff. As well as freeing up time spent doing

paperwork etc. Improving interaction between users of the facility. It will also provide better links with governing

bodies and other childcare facilities and parents (by email and learning opportunities).

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.2)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

Yes

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

NA

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

Devon Close Pre-School spent its grant on a computer and internet access, as envisaged in its proposal. It did not

experience any problems with accessing or spending the grant. The computer was purchased on the 28
th

 May 2004,

and was used every working day by members of staff and volunteers. The administrator used the computer to set

up a database for accounts, registrations and policies. The Co-ordinator, Play Worker and Secretary used the

computer to type minutes, do letters and do publishing. The use of email allowed the organisation to better

communicate with other playgroups, Ofsted and Committee Members. Internet access enabled workers to access

curriculum resources for free, which before they had had to buy. It also allowed them to do research around

working with children with special needs.

No formal training was carried out with staff and volunteers around the use of the computer. Nevertheless, staff IT

skills had generally improved through using the computer’s software. For example, the Secretary felt that her

typing, leaflets and clip art skills had improved since using the computer.

Parents had not been able to use the computer because it had confidential information on it. Devon Close Pre-

School was intending to train parents on a second already existing computer, but it had had to sell this computer to

generate funds. At the time of writing, Devon Pre-School was seeking funding to train parents in IT.

The organisation had not yet established a web-site.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Support Secretary

through Parents Forum and PDP

High Cross community

development worker.

Evaluation officer to send letter to

Devon Close and wait for response.

January 2005

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Support group to

develop web site.

Deputy Programme Manager to

offer advice and support for

developing web site.

Evaluation officer to send letter to

Devon Close and wait for response.

January 2005

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Need to support group in terms of staff training

and developing a web site.
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Pembury House Parents Organising Committee: Story Sack Making
Project (No. 03)

Constituted Group? NoThe Group’s Aims
The Parents’ Organising Committee of the Pembury Drop-In Baby and Toddler Group aims to support and develop

activities at Pembury Drop-In for the benefit of parents, carers and children under 4, bringing people together from

the local community and providing opportunities for children to learn and interact with others outside of the family

circle.

Grant £1,650

Park Lane £1,320

High Cross £330

Grant Spent £400

Project Description
Story sack making at Pembury Drop-In. To design, make and use story sacks to encourage parents and carers to

share stories with their children. Aims: To enable parents, carers and children to produce story sacks for use at

Pembury Drop-In and for loan to families. To enable parents, carers and children under 4 to participate in a quality

art and literacy project, to develop a resource for community use, to learn new skills and increase confidence and

self-esteem. To maintain the sacks, train parents and carers to use them, and operate a loan system. Parents and

carers will take responsibility for making the story sacks for their use in Drop-In sessions, and for maintaining and

lending the story sacks. Activities will include storytelling, recording the story in different languages, making

things to go in the story sack – sewing, puppet making, fabric painting, making musical instruments, drawing,

painting.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?
Participation in a project to make story sacks. To develop a community based resource for parents and carers to use

with children will enhance parents learning, enable them to develop new skills and will help raise confidence and

self-esteem through making decisions and taking responsibility. Using the story sacks improves children’s

opportunities to learn and support bonding within families. The project will enhance families' opportunities for

involvement in the community. Making and using story sacks encourages parents and carers to develop their own

literacy skills and those of children. 5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.3)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

Yes

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

NA

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

By November 2004, the Pembury House Parents Organising Committee had made one story-sack with local

parents. Parents chose the ‘Walking Through the Jungle’ story as the theme for the first sack. The Committee

decided to change its plans from making several story sacks at the same time to making one really well. This is

because it took parents longer to make story-sacks than expected. The task was made harder by the fact that parents

had to look after their children whilst making the sack, and by the fact that the Committee had decided to record

the story in different community languages. Over several months parents and children made both the bag and the

props for the bag including shakers, masks, stuffed toys and painted animals. The parents also recorded the story in

nine different languages. One of the parents, who happened to be a sound engineer, was able to record the songs on

to a CD of which multiple copies have been made. The CDs were distributed to parents. Furthermore, the

Committee purchased 50 copies of ‘Walking through the Jungle’ book at half-price, and has since distributed the

books to parents. The Committee’s target was to involve 70 parents and 80 children in making the story-sacks. In

practice, a core group of 10 regular attendees was involved in making the story sack. A further thirty parents joined

in on at least one occasion. The number of children involved in making the sack each month ranged from twenty to

thirty between April and July.

According to the report written by the Story Sack Facilitator, the story sack was used several times in the ‘Singing

and Story’ session at the Pembury drop-in. Parents reported using the CD with their children, some reading stories

for the first time. The project proposal envisaged establishing a loan scheme between September 2004 and March

2005 where parents could loan the story sacks. As of 8
th

 November, no loan scheme was in operation. The Story

Sack Facilitator felt that more story sacks needed to be produced before the loan scheme could be operated. In

September, the Committee started a second story sack ‘Brown Bear, Brown Bear’. The group intended to spend

some of its remaining budget on developing a storytelling sack at the ‘Here We Grow’ group in Coleraine Park

School – between November 2004 and December 2004. This was not noted in the initial proposal.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Need to build on

project, ensure loan scheme in

operation and address issues around

providing service at Coleraine.

High Cross Programme Manager Before end of 2004.

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Need to build on this project and ensure loan

scheme in operation.

� Need to address issues around providing service

at Coleraine.

PARK LANE PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Group needs to make more of the same sack and

get a loan scheme in operation.

� How long did they envisage the project to run

for?

� How many CDs were made and how many

parents got a copy of the book?

� Will they have spent their money by the end of

the financial year?
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HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Need to ensure Project

Leader shares learning with High

Cross Team.

High Cross Programme Manager to

request Project Leader to talk at

next Team Meeting, and to provide

copies of Story Sacks to Sure Start.

Before end of 2004.

PARK LANE PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Ensure group makes

more of the first type of sack and

gets a loan scheme in operation.

Park Lane Project Development

Officer.

Before end of January 2005

PARK LANE PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Find out from group:

How long did they envisage making

sacks for? How long did they

envisage running the loan scheme

for? How many CDs were made,

how many parents got a copy of the

book? Will they have spent their

budget by the end of the financial

year?

Park Lane Project Development

Officer

Before end of January 2005
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Healing Way Haringey: Naturally Healthy (No. 05)

Constituted Group? NoThe Group’s Aims

To improve the knowledge and ability of parents and carers to maintain and improve their own health and that of

their children through the use of safe, effective self help techniques drawn from complementary therapies.

Grant £2000

Roundway £1080

Park Lane £720

High Cross £200

Grant Spent £500

Project Description

This pilot project will run four workshops to improve the confidence of parents/carers to manage their own health

and that of their children. Self-help techniques will be drawn from complementary therapies that parents have

already expressed an interest in. Information from the workshops will also be made available in printed form for

participants and on a web site for others.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

The project will improve the skills and confidence of parents/carers to manage their own health and that of their

children safely. It will draw on the expressed desires of local parents and the skills and knowledge of suitably

qualified local parents in the delivery of sessions.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.5)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

No.

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

No.

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

Healing Way Haringey’s workshops were planned to take place during the months of November and December.

By November 2004 Healing Way Haringey had spent £500 on stationery and the rent for the hall where the

workshops were due to be delivered. It planned to have spent its grant by the end of the financial year. Healing

Way Haringey felt that the local programmes’ new evaluation requirement of filling in the evaluation component

of the Project Form was too complicated for a pilot project. Although Healing Way Haringey had agreed to do an

evaluation plan with the Evaluation Officer, the final version of the evaluation plan had not been agreed by

November 2004.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Find out whether

workshops have been completed

and to get an evaluation report.

Park Lane Project Development

Officer

By the end of January 2005

PARK LANE PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Get answers to

questions. If answers not available

get the money back.

Park Lane Project Development

Officer

By the end of January 2005

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Have workshops been completed?

� Has the group handed in an evaluation?

PARK LANE PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Who went, how many sessions were held, where

were they, what time were they held? How was

the event publicised?
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Kids City: Therapy Sessions (No. 10)

Constituted Group? YesThe Group’s Aims

Kids City aims to provide high quality play and leisure opportunities for children with special education needs,

who find it difficult to access mainstream services. We believe in focussing on ability not disability, creating an

inclusive space for children to grow and develop, whilst building a network of support for parents and carers.

Grant £5,506

Roundway £2,378

Park Lane £2,108

Noel Park £1,020

Grant Spent Yes

Project Description

Kids City are applying for funding to develop our programme of play and learning activities to involve both

children and parents. We would like to commission an art therapist and craniotherapist to provide weekly

therapeutic sessions for our parent and toddler under-four groups. We envision the art therapist will provide one

morning and one afternoon session a week for 35 weeks, and the craniotherapist one session a week for 20 weeks.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

We believe using approved therapists to lead our activity sessions will improve the quality of our service, giving

families easy access to play and therapeutic activities. The art sessions will improve not only learning but also

social and emotional development: stimulating sensory awareness, enhancing the children’s understanding of

colour and texture, developing manual dexterity and increasing the child’s confidence in self-expression. The

craniotherapy sessions involve massage and relaxation exercises, group activities and one-to-one work with

children. This activity will be important in increasing sensory awareness, it is a soothing and relaxing activity

valuable for children with emotional behavioural difficulties, and promotes bonding between parent and child. By

using therapists to lead sessions involving both the parents and their children, Kids City hope to promote social

bonding and emotional development within families.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.10)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

Yes

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

NA

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

Kids City had spent its community chest grant by November 2004. The grant was spent on art therapy and cranial

massage. These services were delivered during the Kids City drop-ins to families with children with disabilities.

The art therapist and craniotherapist were employed to work on Thursdays and Fridays (each session lasted 3

hours) for sixteen weeks between May and August 2004. The craniotherapist did one-to-one work with the

families, parent and child therapy, group work and yoga. In addition to the services identified in the proposal, Kids

City decided to incorporate other well-being services that the practitioners were qualified in: baby and/or infant

massage, yoga for children and parents, and some stress management areas for parents. The evaluation report

written by the craniotherapist stated that:

� Three mothers who attended for regular treatment were able to ‘cope better’ with the stresses and strains of

having a special child and their lives in general.

� There has been a release from panic related physical symptoms in all cases and reduction in headaches in one

case.

� In two cases relaxation, anger management and other stress management tools have been implemented with

good results into their daily lives.

� Parents felt they had benefited from advice on sitting and crawling.

The art therapy was provided to 20 parents and 20 children, and the cranial massage was provided to 15 parents

and 15 children. Kids City planned to provide these therapeutic services to 45 parents and 30 children.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
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Albanian/Kosovan Group: Story Telling Project (No. 11)

Constituted Group? NoThe Group’s Aims

To provide a Saturday story telling group at Pembury House Centre for Childhood, Lansdowne Road for children

under four and their parents. The group is for the Kosovan/Albanian Committee – the group wish to ensure that

their children have access to stories in their own language and remain bilingual.

Grant £2,200

Park Lane £2,200

Grant Spent £738

Project Description

The group will meet monthly at Pembury House. Children and parents will remain together for a storytelling

session. The group will have access to children’s books in Albanian which have been bought for the Friday drop-

in. The group will provide a space for children to hear stories in Albanian and a social space for adults. The group

will provide a forum for parents to discuss the possibility of setting up an Albanian language class for children.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

1) Bringing families together to focus on a local project

2) Strengthening cultural identity through story telling

3) Providing parents the opportunity to meet socially and develop a support network

4) Develop children’s creativity through drama and play

5) Improving learning by planning the development of a language class 5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.11)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

No

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

Yes

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

Originally, three parents submitted the proposal for the Albanian and Kosovan story-telling project. However with

the funding having been awarded, two of the three parents withdrew from the project, one because she had moved

out of the area and a second for personal reasons. The remaining lead parent, although shocked at finding herself

with sole responsibility, carried on because she felt it would have been a shame to loose the money. Since that

time, she found a parent volunteer and a volunteer storyteller who helped out during the sessions. She was not been

able to find someone to help with buying refreshments and going to HAVCO to take care of financial issues. The

aim of the project was to provide twenty story-telling sessions. Ten sessions were provided by the time the

evaluation officer met with the lead parent. The twentieth session was due to take place on the 20
th

 January 2005.

The lead parent provided attendance data to the evaluation officer.

Up to November 2004, £738 of the grant had been spent. The grant had been spent on costumes for the children,

vouchers given each session to the lead parent, parent volunteer and story teller (£30 a week in total), and

refreshments (£20 a week). The lead parent still had telephone and transport costs to claim for. The story-telling

sessions had not worked out to be as expensive as expected. This is for two reasons. Firstly, the project had

planned to pay the storyteller, whereas, in fact, they only gave her a £10 voucher. Secondly the venue was moved

from Pembury (who would have charged) to Coombes Croft Library (who did not charge) on the basis of cost. The

lead parent had not identified an evaluation plan for the project, although she was thinking about doing a comment

book and a questionnaire asking for parents’ views on the story-telling sessions. Together with the Evaluation

Officer, the lead parent identified an evaluation plan. The evaluation officer planned to work with the lead parent

and the Park Lane and High Cross Refugees and Asylum Seekers Family Support Worker to carry out an

evaluation of the group. One outcome of holding the story-telling sessions in the Coombes Croft Library was that

the children who attended had membership of the library, which they often used after the story-telling sessions

finished. The lead parent wished to use some of the grant to hold a Christmas party. The idea of a party was not

identified in the proposal, so under the conditions laid down by the contract, she agreed to seek the agreement of

the local programme on it.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
PARK LANE PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Ensure payment of

lead parent and storyteller.

Park Lane Project Development

Officer.

Before the end of the financial year.

PARK LANE PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Need to get the remaining budget back.

� From the money, give a donation to the library.

� Who decided on the voucher system? Storyteller

and lead parent should invoice Sure Start and be

paid for their work (£25 per worker per session).

The rest of the money should be spent on

Albanian books.

� The volunteer was given expenses so she should

not be paid.
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Northumberland Park Women and Children’s Centre: Free School
Places (No.13)

Constituted Group? YesThe Group’s Aims

To provide childcare facilities for children from 0 to 11 years of age and support, advice, recreational and

educational facilities and opportunities for women and carers.

Grant £1,066

Park Lane £1,066

Grant Spent Yes

Project Description

To offer free pre-school part time places to children from two and a half to four years old during the two week

Easter holiday. This will give children who at present have no pre-school or nursery place, access to good quality

childcare and a chance to take the first steps towards becoming independent. It will give parents/carers an

opportunity to have some free time.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

Children will be able to take part in well-organised safe and stimulating play activities to improve their physical,

social and emotional and intellectual development. Parents and carers will find out more about the ethos of the pre-

school and the different learning experiences available.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.13)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

Yes.

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

NA.

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

As envisaged in its proposal, NPWCC spent the grant on 30 free pre-school places over the two weeks during the

Easter holidays. One of the aims of the project was to offer places to children with no pre-school or nursery place.

However, it was decided that this would be too difficult and would not enable the centre staff to create a calm

learning environment. In the end, 27% of the children attending had had no access to pre-school or nursery

provision. All the children lived within Park Lane.

The places were advertised by writing to parents and carers who were on the NPWCC waiting list, displaying

posters and speaking to women who used the centre. Children were provided with activities related to physical

development, mathematics, knowledge and understanding of the world, communication, language and literacy and

personal, social and emotional development. Children were also given the opportunity to separate from their main

carer, to help build their self-confidence and self-esteem.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
PARK LANE PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Write a letter to

Northumberland Park Women and

Children’s Centre requesting parent

feedback, publicity for the places

and a copy of the programme.

Evaluation Officer. End of January 2005.

PARK LANE PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Need parent feedback information.

� Write a letter and state that its essential that we

get the parent feedback forms – cc to Programme

Manager and Partnership Board.

� Did they have a programme or any publicity for

the event?
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Northumberland Park Women and Children’s Centre: Outreach
Worker (No.14)

Constituted Group? YesThe Group’s Aims

To provide childcare facilities for children from 0-11 years of age and support, advice, recreational and educational

facilities and opportunities for women and carers.

Grant £3,510

Park Lane £3,510

Grant Spent £600

Project Description

To employ a sessional outreach worker who will identify women/carers, who for a variety of reasons do not make

use of the services provided by the centre. The outreach worker will (a) inform them of the services available and

(b) assist them in making initial contact with our centre.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

By helping women/carers to access our services to enable them to feel part of the local community they will

receive help and support with the knock-on effect of making them better equipped to help their children’s

development.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.14)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

No

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

Yes

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

NPWCC had spent £600 of its grant by November 2004. This money had been used to pay the outreach worker’s

wages. The worker had been appointed to post before the summer holidays. However NPWCC decided to delay the

post’s start date until after the summer holidays, because many of its target families were likely to have been away

during this period. The decision to delay the post's start date was agreed with the Programme Manager of Park

Lane. Despite the delay, NPWCC planned to have spent the full grant by the end of the financial year.

NPWCC developed an evaluation plan with the evaluation officer. The plan was designed to assess the

effectiveness of the outreach work, and in particular to record the number of parents seen by the worker and

accessing the centre.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
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Art Nature: Art Nature (No.15)

Constituted Group? NoThe Group’s Aims

Art Nature is a complementary and artistic group dedicated to improve the quality of life and general well being of

families from all kinds of backgrounds, through the use of relaxation techniques, body therapies, nutrition

information and artistic activities.

Grant £2,200

Park Lane £2,200

Grant Spent None.

Project Description

This ten-week course is structured into two main parts. One dealing with nutrition and the other with relaxation

techniques. Aims: to provide parents with an understanding of stress and prevention as well as the importance of

healthy eating, to allow parents to practice ten relaxation techniques and various healthy recipes; to increase

awareness of how parents’ unhealthy habits affect their children.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

The course outcomes will improve health and relaxation. The information and practice will increase knowledge

and skills of the parents, and both will positively affect relationships within the family (calm parents, calm

children). Strengthening bonds (parents, family and community).

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.15)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

NA

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

NA

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

Originally two people had planned to deliver the Art Nature project. On being awarded the grant, they decided to

delay the start date of the project until after they had been on Sure Start’s project management training. This took

them into the summer, during which time one of the organisers went to Spain as part of her studies and the other

went to Brazil for personal reasons. The Art Nature member who went to Spain returned but the one who went to

Brazil was unlikely to return with enough time to deliver the project. Without the latter’s skills in alternative

therapies and nutrition the project was not able to go ahead. In November 2004, the one parent who had returned

reported that the project was unlikely to go ahead. She was instructed to contact the evaluation officer if the

decision was taken to go ahead with the project.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
PARK LANE PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Get the money back

from Northumberland Park Women

and Children’s Centre.

Park Lane Project Development

Officer.

End of the financial year.

PARK LANE PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Get the money back from Northumberland Park

Women and Children’s Centre.
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Haringey Shed: Wannabees (No.16)

Constituted Group? YesThe Group’s Aims

Haringey Shed advances and promotes inclusion in Haringey through music, drama and movement, to build

confidence and to raise educational standards, ensuring all children and young people have equal access to

opportunities. “Wannabees” is an inclusive creative resource for 0-4 year olds in Haringey, their parents and carers.

Grant £550

Park Lane £550

Grant Spent Some (exact figure

unknown)

Project Description

To pilot “Wannabees” 4 week project within the Park Lane Sure Start area. The aim is to provide and encourage

capacity building between families and local child care resources through inclusive creative play, enabling

parents/carers to use creative play within their home environment.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

By offering regular weekly sessions over a 4 week period initially based within two local community childcare

resources, we would hope to encourage and empower parents/carers and staff to use creative play (including music,

song, arts and crafts) in an educational setting and at home. The emphasis would be on resources parents/carers

already have access to: songs/stories from their own heritage and cultures.

Music, song and story are important parts of a child’s early stimulus and memory. They can be used as part of

language acquisition and development, thus enhancing and improving learning and social and emotional

development. The direct involvement of parents/carers in these projects, alongside experienced Haringey Shed

staff and those from community based childcare resources would serve to strengthen families and communities.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.16)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

No.

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

Yes.

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

This project was delayed because the member of staff who was leading on it left the organisation. However, by

November 2004, Haringey Shed was in the process of delivering four ‘Wannabees’ workshops. The first workshop

took place on the 18
th

 November and the last one was scheduled for early December. Haringey Shed worked with

the evaluation officer to develop an evaluation plan for the project. The plan was designed to establish the extent to

which parents used the workshop activities at home. Some of the grant had been spent on resources for the

workshops and workers' fees, although Haringey Shed were unable to specify the exact figure at the time the

evaluation officer met them.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
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La Escuelita: Nursery Teacher (No.35)

Constituted Group? No.The Group’s Aims

We aim to offer children the opportunity to learn and develop their Spanish talking skills and to find out about all

the different Hispanic cultures through a range of activities such as story telling, use of puppets, singing, arts and

crafts, booking lending schemes and cooking.

Grant £2,500

WGC £1,675

Park Lane £675

High Cross £150

Grant Spent £580

Project Description

The grant will help the group to:

- employ a nursery teacher

- publicise the project in the local community

- purchase equipment and material

- produce a video documentary

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

Children will benefit from the services of an educator who will further develop their Spanish talking skills through

the use of different teaching skills. That way parents will have more freedom to support their children in the

session. Families will have more time to meet each other.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.35)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

No.

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

Yes.

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

La Escuelita used part of the grant to buy arts and crafts materials as identified in their proposal. It also spent some

of the grant on materials that it had intended to buy with a grant from UNLTD (at the time, the UNLTD funding

had not been confirmed, so La Escuelita used the community chest grant). La Escuelita spent £300 on a web site

(the planned budget set aside £200 for publicity). However, as of November 2004, it had not spent any money on a

nursery teacher, or the video evaluation outlined in the proposal. It had also spent £50 on a trip to Kentish Town

Farm and Hampstead Heath (which was not detailed in the proposal).

In November 2004, La Escuelita was not certain that it would spend the remainder of its grant before the end of the

financial year. Whilst the lead parent was looking to hire a nursery teacher for January, she was not sure whether

she would be able to find one. Up to November 2004, she had relied on ‘word of mouth’ as the method for finding

a nursery teacher. She said that whilst she intended to carry on using this method, she would also appreciate any

support Sure Start could give her in finding a native Spanish speaking nursery teacher. She said that if a teacher

could not be found for January 2005, she would begin to look for one in September 2005, for the beginning of the

new school term.

The lead parent worked with the evaluation officer to develop an evaluation plan for the work of the nursery

teacher. The intention was to use this plan on the appointment of the nursery teacher.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Develop contingency

plan with Project Manager for using

funding between January and March

2005.

High Cross Programme Manager Before the end of the year.

PARK LANE: Work with the group

to get a proper advertisement in the

press.

Park Lane Programme Manager At the next Programme Manager’s

Meeting in January 2005.

PARK LANE: Find out about how

the group is going to spend its

money before the end of March.

Park Lane Programme Manager At the next Programme Manager’s

Meeting in January 2005.

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Need to talk about a contingency plan for

spending the budget between January and March

2005.

PARK LANE PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Use some of the money to do a proper advert in

the press to get a teacher.

� How will the group spend the money before the

end of March?
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CARIS: Summer Playscheme (No.36)

Constituted Group? YesThe Group’s Aims

The key aim of CARIS is to provide a holistic range of services for homeless families (many of whom have young

children and a large proportion of whom are refugees or asylum seekers) who live in hostels and other temporary

accommodation in Haringey. Set up a non-proselytising organisation that would express Christian social concern.

CARIS is committed to working with and on behalf of homeless people of all faiths and none within the context of

the multi-cultural, multi-racial, and multi-faith borough of Haringey. The core services which CARIS currently

provides are: a mobile book and toy library; a weekly party and early learning “drop-in”; advice and outreach

services; English (ESOL) classes; and special seasonal play and learning activities.

Grant £1,700

High Cross £747

WGC £738

Roundway £444

Park Lane £296

Noel Park £148

Grant Spent Yes

Project Description
We are applying for community chest funding towards the costs of a crèche worker to work with children aged 0-4

during the duration of the CARIS’ three-week summer play scheme. We are also requesting some support to

provide a small subsidy towards seaside coach-trips for homeless children aged 0-4 and their parents (NB: these

are one-day coach trips which are likely to provide the only “holiday experience” that homeless young children and

their families will get all year). The summer playscheme itself aims to provide educational and recreational

activities for children who will live in temporary accommodation in Haringey. It aims to involve parents fully in

these activities by employing experienced and well-qualified crèche workers who can facilitate this task.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?
Childcare criterion – children will attend a programme for which no payment is required.

Learning criterion – children will participate in play and early learning activities, using a range of toys, books and

large play equipment; storytelling sessions will also form a part of the programme.

Development criterion – children will be relating constantly to both adult workers and their peers.

Health criterion – health professionals will make visits; children will enjoy healthy fruit snacks

Families/communities criterion – all children aged 0-4 will be accompanied by their parents; families will learn,

play and go on trips together. Families will also experience the wider Haringey community through enjoying local

parks and making new friends from different cultural backgrounds.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.36)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

Yes

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

NA

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

CARIS held a three week playscheme for Haringey children in temporary accommodation, and for children from

refugee and asylum-seeking families between 19
th

 July and the 6
th

 of August. Children and young people up to the

age of 14 attended. Children aged between 0 and 5 and their parents, spent four days a week in an indoor creche

and an outdoor green area. Activities were run by two creche workers (one of who was paid for by Sure Start).

Activities included messy play, a bouncy castle, painting, craft, collage, flag-making (this year’s playscheme theme

was “Migration”); story-time, songs, as well as weekly parties and performance for children and their parents.

Trips were held one day a week on each of the three weeks that the playscheme was running.

46 children aged 0-4 from the Sure Start areas attended the playscheme with a parent or other adult carer. They

came from a range of ethnic and cultural backgrounds: white British (2); Caribbean (2); Ethiopian (3); Congolese

(4) Chadian (2); Columbian (1); Kosovan (25); other former Yugoslavian (3); Russian (1); Cameroon (1);

Lebanese (1); Kenyan (1).

Funding from the Sure Start Community Chest went towards payment of three trips that were undertaken during

the three-week play scheme. Two were coach trips to the seaside – Margate (23/7: 11 children aged 0-4) &

Ramsgate (30/7: 14 children aged 0-4). The third trip was to the theme park Thorpe Park (6/8: 20 children aged 0-

4).

CARIS used its community chest grant to provide the crèche workers’ salaries (£1250) and to provide subsidies to

parents as outlined in its proposal.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Project completed successfully.

� Monitoring data provided.
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Home Start Haringey: Play Worker (No.37)

Constituted Group? YesThe Group’s Aims

To offer support, friendship and practical help to parents in their own homes, helping to prevent crises and

breakdown. We recruit and train volunteers who work one to one with families of children under five with an aim

of helping reduce isolation, access other services, increase self-esteem, help parents manage their children’s

behaviour and be involved in their children’s development.

Grant £14,706

WGC £5,000

RW £4,480

PL £2,986

NP £1,493

JX £747

Grant Spent £700

Project Description

To provide a home visiting play worker to work with hard to reach families and those presently not able to access

play facilities. To develop the idea for parents of play in the home. Provide parents with the opportunity to explore

play individually with their children. Encourage families to join local playgroups, nurseries and other community

groups, developing their own and their children’s socialisation.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

By supporting children’s development and early education through developing play, increasing children’s level of

language and literacy and encourage speech and language development. Promoting greater parental understanding

of children’s need for play and encouraging them to be involved in their child’s development.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.37)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

No

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

Yes

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

The community chest grant was awarded to Home Start Haringey in May 2004. Up to November 2004, Home Start

Haringey had not hired a worker. This was for two reasons. The first reason was that during the summer time it

failed to win a National Lottery Community Fund Grant, upon which the survival of its core service depended. The

second reason was that it had been told it would need to vacate its premises for eight weeks over the summer. For

these two reasons, Home Start Haringey decided to delay the appointment of a home visitor until the issues around

its premises and funding had been resolved. Subsequently, the organisation received funding from Haringey Social

Services, the Tudor Trust and the Lloyds TSB Trust – enough to continue a reduced core service for a year and to

advertise for the post. Up to November 2004, Home Start Haringey had spent around £700 of its grant on

advertising for the post. Based on the assumption that the Home Visitor would have started her/his post in January

2005, Home Start Haringey predicted that they would have spent £1,500 in wages and £800 on the storage of toys,

less than half their total grant, by the end of the financial year. Home Start Haringey envisaged that their project

would run until the end of 2005. This was agreed with the Sure Start local programmes. Home Start Haringey

worked with the evaluation officer to develop an evaluation plan.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Request Home Start

Haringey to report on the

appointment of a play worker at the

next High Cross Team Meeting.

Home Start Haringey Manager

already booked in to attend next

Team Meeting.

January/February 2005.

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Has a worker been appointed?

PARK LANE PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Request Home Visitor

to attend Park Lane Team Meeting

and attend Outreach Forum.

Park Lane Programme Manager. By end of January 2005.
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Pretoria Road Group: Accident Prevention Loan Scheme Feasibility
Study (No.39)

Constituted Group? NoThe Group’s Aims

To ultimately bring down the accident rate in babies and young children in our community (Haringey).

Grant £3,826

WGC £1,738

RW £1,044

PL £696

NP £398

Grant Spent £487

Project Description

As a group of parents we wish to explore the feasibility of setting up an “accident prevention loan scheme”. We

aim to do this by creating a comprehensive research proposal to:

1. Show evidence of need by doing a series of questionnaires, from a sample group of parents/carers of children

under the age of four (minimum 100).

2. Explore and learn by making links with existing accident prevention loan schemes in the neighbouring

boroughs and extrapolate the information that has worked for them

3. Partnership, make links with the London Borough of Haringey local government department such as Haringey

Primary Care Trust, local health professionals, social services etc for their declared interest and support in the

research/development of the project as a whole.

4. Match funders - find and explore organisations, agencies and trust with the possibility of being match funders.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?

The completed report/study will be used to assist us in making an informed decision, as to how run the scheme. We

hope it contributes to health by reducing the amount of accidents that happen. Which in turns means less stress=

happier home life = happier children and this is good for their emotional development in the long run. Improved

learning by raising awareness locally through communities and publications that we will be offering. Strengthening

families and communities by hopefully encouraging us all to work together in making our environment a safer

place to live.
5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.39)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

No.

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

No.

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

Originally, five parents were involved in writing the proposal for providing a feasibility study with the aim of

setting up an accident prevention loan scheme. £487 of the grant was spent on child-care and other expenses for

enabling the group to discuss and draw up a questionnaire to be used within the community. The questionnaire was

distributed at the Tottenham Carnival. The group had planned to distribute the questionnaire within the five local

programme areas. However by this stage only two parents were left from the original five, as three had pulled out.

The Roundway Community Development Worker advised the remaining parents to compile the information they

had collected from the Tottenham Carnival. Unfortunately, at this point, the two remaining parents also withdrew

for personal reasons. By November 2004, it had become clear that the grant was not going to be spent and that the

project would not be completed.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
PARK LANE PROGRAMME

MANAGER: Find out where the

group’s questionnaires are.

Park Lane Programme Manager to

take it to the next Programme

Manager’s meeting.

January 2005.

PARK LANE PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Programme Manager need to look again at

original proposal to see what they were going to

spend the money on.

� What happened to the questionnaires? Who has

got them.
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Uganda Community Relief Association: Targeted Support (No.45)

Constituted Group? YesThe Group’s Aims
UCRA is a Pan London charitable organisation that acts as the first post of contact that empowers and improves the

quality of life for Ugandan and other Africans including refugees and asylum seekers. We are the link agency to

the mainstream service providers. We aim to improve access and we also advocate to ensure that services are

culturally appropriate to all user groups.

� Our activities centre mainly on provision of ESOL, IT, literacy and numeracy training, housing homeless

refugees, immigration casework, health promotion both primary and secondary on HIV/AIDS and sexually

transmitted diseases, welfare benefits, research, work experience and training.

� Providing advocacy, counselling, support, information, health focus groups, representations and HIV

awareness/educational programmes/workshops/ and support groups. UCRA acts as the advocate and link

between the users and the service providers ensuring that services are appropriate.

� Advise and assist clients in accessing services such as housing benefit, council tax, income support, registering

with GPs, schools, social services and respond to letters.

Grant £5,000

High Cross £2,500

Roundway £2,500

Grant Spent £5,000

Project Description
The project is targeting approximately 10 women living in High Cross and Roundway. All are refugees or asylum

seekers experiencing long term unemployment due to illiteracy and lack of motivation and some are single parents.

The project will provide individual assessments, advice and guidance in addition to teaching literacy skills, which

will include reading, writing, spelling and speaking English. The aim is to enable them to acquire basic literacy

skills which would enable them to communicate effectively even be able to read stories to them and teach them at

home. This will enable the children to integrate easily with their peers when they start schooling and be prepared

before then most of the refugee children are deemed as those needing extra support when in mainstream education

because of lack of support at home. The project aims to counteract this problem by educating the parents.

Relevant Sure Start Objectives (highlighted in red)

1. Improving the availability, accessibility,

affordability, and quality of childcare.

2. Improving learning.

3. Improving social and emotional development.

4. Improving health.

How does the project contribute to Sure Start objectives?
The teaching of English, reading and writing will equip the parents with the ability to assist their children to learn

to read, support them with speech and language difficulties, make representations on their behalf in a range of

situations such as GPs, schools, etc. All this will attribute to the physical, intellectual, and social development of

babies and young people, which in turn will enable them to flourish at home and school and thereby break the

cycle of disadvantage within this target group. Educate a woman and the nation is educated.

5. Strengthening families and communities.
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Report (No.45)

Have they

completed the

monitoring and

evaluation form?

Yes

Has an evaluation

plan been agreed

with the evaluation

officer?

NA

Programme Manager Comments and

Questions

UCRA used its grant to provide a five-month ‘literacy and support’ course to eleven parents (six from High Cross,

five from Roundway). Most of the grant was spent on users’ expenses, childcare, the tutor’s costs (two sessions a

week, Monday and Wednesday, for five months) and the parents’ examination fees. Parents were recruited via

word-of-mouth, by using UCRA’s PALS system (where parents provide learning support) and through referrals.

UCRA carried out an initial assessment with each parent, asking them firstly to fill in a questionnaire, before

inviting them to a one-to-one discussion with the teacher. The teacher helped to identify any issues that the parents

had.

By the end of the course all eleven parents had accessed some kind of advice, service or guidance. For example,

one parent was helped to access the GP and another was helped with filling in naturalisation papers. According to

UCRA, a report drawn up by the teacher suggests that all parents were able to read and write at Entry Level 1 by

the end of the course. As of November 2004, none of the parents had acquired a qualification. They were due to sit

an examination in December. UCRA had no evidence to suggest that parents had used their English skills to

support their child’s language development or to make representations on their children’s behalf (these were listed

as aims of the project). However UCRA did believe that parents were equipped with the skills to support their

child’s development. For example, of the eleven parents that took part in the course, three went on to do voluntary

work in an English speaking environment. One went on to work in the UCRA office as an administrative assistant.

Another two did outreach work for UCRA, working with the health co-ordinator and trying to recruit more parents

to the course during the months of June and July. One parent was studying a Social Care Course with Job Centre

Plus. UCRA provided Sure Start with a Project Folder containing copies of its invoices, attendance data and a

completed monitoring form. It agreed to write a more structured evaluation report with the evaluation officer.

Decision-making

Decision Who to take Action By When
HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: To encourage UCRA

to bid for funding for the new

financial year.

High Cross Programme Manager. January 2005.

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME

MANAGER: To write a more

structured evaluation report on the

project.

High Cross and Park Lane

Evaluation Officer

By end of March 2005.

HIGH CROSS PROGRAMME MANAGER

� Good Project.

� Need to build on this work and encourage them

to bid for funding for the next financial year.
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Section 3: Overview of Progress

Overview of Progress

Park Lane and High Cross local programmes awarded community chest funding to

thirteen groups to deliver fourteen discrete projects (Northumberland Park Women and

Children’s Centre were awarded separate grants for two discrete projects). Table 2 (next

page) shows that one group had not spent any of its grant by early November 2004. Art

Nature has been unable to go ahead with its project because a member of the group has

been out of the country for the most part of this financial year (see RN15, i.e. Report No.

15). Five projects had been completed by November. In all five cases, the group running

the project was a constituted one. Evaluation and monitoring data indicated that

community chest projects had achieved positive outcomes for families. These are

presented under the Sure Start objectives to which they relate:

1. Improving social and emotional development

Kid City provided craniotherapy to families with children with a disability. Three

mothers who attended for regular treatment were reported to be able to cope better

with the stresses and strains of having a special child and of their lives in general. In

two cases, carers had been able to implement relaxation, anger management and other

stress management tools into their daily lives (RN10).

2. Improving health

Kid City's craniotherapy had enabled parents to release themselves from panic related

physical symptoms and had led to a reduction in headaches in one case (RN10).

3. Improving children’s ability to learn

The Pembury House Parents Committee created a CD of a story translated into

community languages. The CD was distributed to parents. In a report written by the

Story Sack Facilitator, parents had reported using the CD with their children, some

reading stories to their children for the first time (RN3).

During the two week Easter break, the Northumberland Park Women and Children's

Centre provided eight free pre-school places to children who had had no previous

access of pre-school or nursery provision (RN13).

CARIS provided a three-week summer scheme to forty-six Sure Start children from

families living in temporary accommodation or from refugee and asylum-seeking

families (RN36).

4. Strengthening families and communities

An unexpected outcome of the Albanian and Kosovan Group holding their weekend

story-telling sessions in the local library was that all the children who attended the

group took up membership of and regularly used the library (RN11).
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UCRA used its grant to provide a five-month ‘literacy and support’ course to eleven

parents. By the end of the course all parents had accessed some kind of advice, service

or guidance. For example, one parent was helped to access the GP and another was

helped with filling in naturalisation papers. Three had gone on to do voluntary work in

an English speaking environment. One parent had gone on to study a Social Care

Course with Job Centre Plus (RN45).

Of the fourteen community chest projects, eleven were likely to be completed by the end

of the financial year. Of the ten groups running the eleven projects, only one, the

Albanian/Kosovan Group was unlikely to have spent its full grant by the end of the

financial year (RN11). Two groups were almost certain not to have spent their budgets by

the end of the financial year, Art Nature and Pretoria Road Group. Neither of the two

groups were constituted and neither were likely to see their project through to completion,

due to one or more of the group dropping out of the project (RNs15 and 39). A third

unconstituted group, La Escuelita who used ‘word of mouth’ as the method to recruit a

nursery teacher, had had no success in recruiting a teacher, and were unlikely to recruit a

teacher before the end of the financial year (RN35). Home Start Haringey, a constituted

group, had reported that they would be unable to spend their grant by the end of the

financial year, although they had agreed an extension to their project with Sure Start

(RN5).
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TABLE 2
PROGRESS MADE BY COMMUNITY CHEST PROJECTS

Grey cell means yes

White cell means no.

Group Project Award

Has the group

started spending its

grant?

Has the group spent

most of its grant?

Is the group likely to

have spent its grant

by 31/3/05?

Devon Close Pre-school Office Computer 1697

Pembury House Parents

Organising Committee

Story Sack Making Project 1650

Healing Way Haringey Naturally Health 2000

Kids City Therapy Sessions 5506

Albanian/Kosovan Group Story Telling Project 2200

Northumberland Park Women

and Children’s Centre

Free Pre-School Places 1066

Northumberland Park Women

and Children’s Centre

Outreach Worker 3510

Art Nature Art Nature 2200

Haringey Shed Wannabees 550

La Escuelita Nursery Teacher 2500

CARIS Summer Playscheme 1700

Home Start Haringey Play Worker. 14706

Pretoria Road Group Accident Prevention Loan

Scheme

3826

Uganda Community Relief

Association

Targeted Support 5000
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Achieving Project Objectives

Of the eleven groups that had started spending their community chest grant by November

2004, four reported either spending their money on things that were not identified in their

community chest application or having plans to do things that were not identified in their

community chest application. Kids City’s application form proposed the employment of

two professionals providing arts and crafts activities, massage and relaxation exercises to

families with children with disabilities. Having received the funding, and having

employed the two professionals, they decided to incorporate a number of other activities

in which the professionals had experience, namely baby and infant massage, yoga for

children and parents, and stress management for parents. La Escuelita spent some of its

grant on arts and crafts materials as identified in its application form. However it also

spent some of the grant on materials that it had intended to buy with a grant from UNLTD

(at the time, the UNLTD funding had not been confirmed, so La Escuelita used the

community chest grant). It also spent £50 on a trip to Kentish Town Farm and Hampstead

Heath (which was not detailed in the proposal). The Albanian/Kosovan Story Group

moved venue from Pembury (who would have charged) to Coombes Croft Library (who

do not charge) on the basis of cost. The lead parent also wanted to use some of the grant

to hold a Christmas party. The idea of a party had not been identified in the proposal, and

so the organising parent was instructed to seek the agreement of the local programme.

Finally, the Pembury House Parents Organising Committee was intending to spend some

of its remaining budget on developing a storytelling sack at the ‘Here We Grow’ group in

Coleraine Park School (RN3). This was not noted in the initial proposal.

Accessing and spending the grant

No group reported having any problems with spending the grant or with invoices. Two

groups reported problems in having to go up to HAVCO, the holding body for a number

of non-constituted groups, to be reimbursed for project costs. Pembury House Parents

Organising Committee reported that certain catalogues would not accept orders through

their holding organisation HAVCO (although the Committee was not able to explain why

this was the case). The hold up in accessing materials resulted in a delay in the project

(RN3). The Committee’s lead parent also felt that having to go to HAVCO to sort out

invoices was a time consuming process. The Pretoria Road Group parents found it an

inconvenience to travel to HAVCO with their children. They also had communication

difficulties with HAVCO, which were resolved by their community development worker.

Finally, UCRA reported that they had had to send a reminder letter to the local High

Cross programme to send them their grant, but that this was resolved and posed no major

problem.

No group felt they had needed training around spending the grant or with invoices. With

one exception, no group felt that Sure Start local programmes could have supported them

any better. The representative for Healing Way Haringey felt that the requirement placed

upon his group to develop an evaluation plan using the Local Programmes Project Form,

was unreasonable, given that the programme hadn’t made clear that this was required of

projects either before, during or immediately after the granting of funding.
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Sustainability of Non-Constituted Groups

Of the thirteen groups providing community chest projects, six were not constituted. Of

the six non-constituted groups, three suffered from members of the group dropping out or

being unavailable to provide the service. Art Nature was not able to proceed because one

member had had to leave the country for personal reasons (RN15). The Pretoria Road

Group was five strong at the point it was awarded funding. However three parents

dropped out at an early stage, and the remaining two dropped out before November (RN

39). Originally, three parents were involved in the Albanian/Kosovan Story-Telling Group

– however two dropped out at an early stage. The remaining parent, who reported being

quite shocked at being left with the sole responsibility, took on the project and felt it

would be seen through to its completion in early January (RN11). In the case of the Story

Sack Making Project, one parent was leading the project with support from Pembury

House. Parents in La Escuelita were reported to have remained committed to getting a

nursery teacher, although no teacher had been found as of November 2004. Of the five

people who had expressed an interest in developing Healing Way Haringey’s project, one

had withdrawn their interest, but the core members had remained committed to seeing the

project through to its completion (RN10).

Evaluation and Monitoring

At the beginning of the financial year, the community development workers sent a letter

of award and a contract of terms and conditions of funding to each successful applicant

(Christie and Sugarman, 2004, p.18). A review of community chest documentation shows

that some projects were also sent a ‘monitoring and evaluation’ form. Table 3 (next page)

shows that, as of November 2004, six groups had sent back monitoring and evaluation

forms to Sure Start. Sure Start had not received completed monitoring and evaluation

forms for eight projects. In each case this was because the project had not come to its

completion. In five cases, the evaluation officer worked with the group to develop an

evaluation plan by using the Sure Start Local Programmes Project Form. One of the eight

groups that had not completed its project, Healing Way Haringey, started to develop an

evaluation plan with the evaluation officer. However, as of November 2004, the final

version of the evaluation plan had not been agreed with the evaluation officer.

Table 3 also shows that, as of November 2004, monitoring data was being collected for

seven of the fourteen Sure Start projects. Of the seven groups providing monitoring data,

five were collecting attendance data and three were registering new Sure Start parents.

One group, Pembury House Parents Organising Committee had not yet sent its attendance

data and registration forms to Sure Start. UCRA had not yet sent its registration forms and

Haringey Shed and the Albanian and Kosovan Story-Telling Group had sent in part of

their monitoring. Some groups expressed concern with the monitoring. The lead parent of

the Pembury House Parents Organising Committee reported that filling in registration

forms took up too much time, especially if the parent did not speak English. UCRA

reported that it only took three minutes to fill in a registration form. However it added that

it had been unclear over how to fill the forms in, and although it left a message with Sure

Start for clarification, it had not received a response.
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TABLE 3
THE EVALUATION AND MONITORING OF THE COMMUNITY CHEST PROJECTS

Where a project is highlighted in grey this indicates that the group is unlikely to

complete its project.

White cell means yes

Grey cell means no

Project

Number Group Project

Did the group complete

an evaluation and

monitoring report?

Did the group develop an

evaluation plan with the

Evaluation Officer?

Is the group collecting

monitoring data?

2 Devon Close Pre-school Office Computer Service use data,

Registration forms.

3 Pembury House Parents

Organising Committee

Story Sack Making Project Attendance data,

Registration forms

5 Healing Way Haringey Naturally Healthy Don’t know

10 Kids City Therapy Sessions

11 Albanian/Kosovan Group Story Telling Project Attendance data

13 Northumberland Park Women

and Childrn’s Centre

Free Pre-School Places

14 Northumberland Park Women

and Children’s Centre

Outreach Worker

15 Art Nature Art Nature

16 Haringey Shed Wannabees Attendance data

35 La Escuelita Nursery Teacher

36 CARIS Summer Playscheme Attendance data

37 Home Start Haringey Play Worker.

39 Pretoria Road Group Accident Prevention Loan

Scheme

45 Uganda Community Relief

Association

Targeted Support Attendance data,

registration forms
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Section 4: Feedback from the Cross Programme Forum

This section reviews the reflections and feedback made by the community development

workers and other Sure Start local programme staff who attended a cross-programme

forum in December 2004. In October 2004, the Sure Start Strategic Services Manager, in

consultation with programme staff, decided that the cross-programme community chest

pilot would not be repeated in the next financial year (2005-2006). However, to ensure

that local programmes used the experience of the community chest pilot to improve the

way they worked with local community groups, she asked the evaluation officer to

convene a cross-programme forum to discuss the findings from the evaluation officer’s

review. The evaluation officer invited programme managers and community development

workers from the five local programmes to the cross-programme forum. He also invited

outreach workers from the Park Lane and High Cross programmes. Three programme

managers and one community development worker did not attend. The cross-programme

forum took place in December and was structured to enable community development

workers, the only workers involved with community chest projects on a week to week

basis, to feedback their opinions and suggestions to programme managers. Time was also

set aside at the end of the review for general discussion. Community development

workers were asked to feedback on the following three areas:

1. Drawing on lessons learned from the community chest pilot, how should local

programmes support local people to take a leading role in the development of Sure

Start projects?

2. Drawing on lessons learned from the community chest pilot, what mechanisms should

local programmes put in place to ensure community led services meet real needs?

3. Other lessons learned from the community chest pilot.

The community development workers broadly agreed with each other and the other

participants, over the lessons to be learned from the pilot. The lessons are summarised

below, under the three feedback areas, and where relevant, are related to the findings

documented in section 3 of this report. Whilst workers’ suggestions were made based on

their experiences and the findings of this review, they should not be treated uncritically. It

was not possible, within the two-hour meeting, to submit all the things said to close

scrutiny. Furthermore, those present at the review meeting formed only a section of

people involved in the development and implementation of the community chest pilot.

There were a number of people, who had had significant involvement in the community

chest pilot, who either did not attend the meeting or had not been invited to it. Included in

this number were three programme managers, Community Chest Panel members and two

community development workers. The suggestions should also be considered in tandem

with an earlier review, conducted in April 2004, of the procedures through which

community chest funding was allocated (Macalpine, 2004, see Appendix B). It is up to

each local programme to review and consider the suggestions made by the review

meeting, in light of its own evidence and experience.
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How should local programmes support local people to take a leading role in the

development of Sure Start projects?

One of the key suggestions to emerge from community development workers was that

Sure Start local programmes should spend more time, developing the capacity of local

groups to deliver services, before encouraging them to apply for Sure Start funding. Some

workers felt that, during the pilot, local programmes had encouraged local groups to make

applications for funding, without properly assessing their capacity to deliver. The findings

from this review supported this position, showing that of the six non-constituted groups,

three suffered from members of the group dropping out or being unavailable to provide

the service.

A second set of suggestions related to the purpose of community chest. Sure Start Local

Programmes detailed the purpose of the pilot in its Community Chest Main Grants

Programme Guidelines for Applicants. It stated that the community chest pilot was

planned to run between March 31
st
 2004 and April 2005, would be evaluated on its

completion, and that the evaluation would inform future Community Chest Grants

Programmes (Sure Start Haringey, 2003b, no page number). Furthermore, guidance for

staff, stated that the Community Chest Main Grants programme was intended to be

repeated each financial year (Sure Start Haringey, 2003a, p.2). However, one worker felt

that Sure Start had not been clear as to whether community chest was a ’one off’ funding

exercise or a continuous source of funding meant to develop group’s long-term capacity.

Another worker suggested that in future, the aim of community chest might be to capacity

build groups so they could access non-Sure Start funding streams.

The workers made a third suggestion calling for local programmes to properly consider

the amount of staff time and resources needed to properly support and monitor the

development of local groups. Workers said that after considering the staff time and

resource needed, programmes should assess what they had available, and limit the number

of community chest projects to the resource available. Although the review of the pilot

found that only one group felt Sure Start local programmes could have supported them

better, the community development workers all agreed they did not have enough time to

adequately support the local community chest projects. By ensuring that local programme

staff have the capacity to support and monitor the activity of community chest groups,

local programmes may be able to avoid the situation where some groups reported

spending money on things that were not identified in their community chest application.

Local programmes should also ensure that local groups have the capacity to properly

monitor and evaluate their provision. This review showed that without close and

continuous inspection the level and quality of monitoring and evaluation activity varied

from project to project.

What mechanisms should local programmes put in place to ensure community led services

meet real needs?

The review of how the community chest panel allocated funding reported that local

programmes had handed an information pack to each panel member that gave relevant

information on existing service provision (Macalpine, 2004, p.3). Nevertheless, the

community development workers felt that the community chest panels could have been

better informed about what was needed in the local programme area, as well as what was
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being provided. There was a general feeling that community chest panels, although having

received some training, had been under-prepared. Some recommended that the

community chest panel or its equivalent be given more time to consider proposals in

future. They reported that the Panels had been rushed to give out the money in one

meeting, and were not given the opportunity to meet and discuss the proposal with the

applicants. The consequence was that some projects were funded when their ambitions

were too high, and other projects were funded although they hadn’t provided a budget for

things like crèche provision and publicity. Some groups had carried out consultations to

assess needs, but they had not presented their findings in their application, and the panels

had not asked to see the findings. One worker reported a panel funding a project already

being provided by another organisation. Community development workers recommended

that in future, applicants should be required to do a presentation to the panel or its

equivalent. None of this was to make a judgement on whether community chest projects

running in 2004-2005 met real needs in the community.

Other lessons learned from the community chest pilot

Community development workers recommended two measures to enable local

programmes to effectively monitor and guide the development of local projects. First,

local programmes should stage the release of funding to community chest groups over

four financial quarters, and ensure that the release of funding for each quarter be

dependent upon the group performing satisfactorily in the previous quarter. Community

Development Workers found it difficult to negotiate with the groups over making

alterations to their services, because the local programmes handed the funding to groups

before the beginning of the financial year. Some workers recommended that groups be

asked to fill in a community chest form that is more rigorous and detailed than the current

one. One worker felt that the application form did not require a great deal of detail from

applicants, so that when the service seemed to be going off in the wrong direction, there

was no basis for asking them to request alterations to the service. The review of the

community chest panel, which included a review of the applications submitted by

community groups, noted that the evaluations needed to show how the project would meet

the aims of the particular community chest project (Macalpine, 2004, p.5).
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Section 5: Conclusion

The purpose of this report was to inform programme managers on the progress made by

the fourteen community chest projects that received funding from the High Cross and/or

Park Lane Sure Start local programmes in 2004. The report was made up of four sections.

The first section recounted the development of the community chest fund and explained

how the fund was administered and the expectations placed upon the groups to whom

funding was awarded. The second section provided reports on each of the fourteen

community chest projects. The third section offered an overview of the progress made by

the community chest groups. The fourth section summarised the reflections and

recommendations made by community development workers and other Sure Start local

programme staff in a review meeting that took place in December 2004.

The review illuminated the different stages of development reached by the fourteen

community chest projects and the principal issues that community chest groups faced in

delivering their projects. It highlighted a number of positive outcomes. For example, of

the thirteen groups awarded funding, eleven had started spending their community chest

grant by November 2004. No group reported having any problems with spending the grant

or with invoices, and with one exception, no group felt that Sure Start local programmes

could have supported them any better. Five projects had been completed. Evaluation and

monitoring feedback indicated that community chest projects had achieved outcomes for

families relating to improving social and emotional development, improving health,

improving children’s ability to learn and strengthening families and communities. The

format of the tables in which the reports of each community chest project were detailed,

enabled programme managers to set an action plan on building on the successes of the

community chest projects (see RN2 and RN45). A further seven projects reported that

they would be likely to complete their project by the end of the financial year.

By involving community development workers and other programme staff in a discussion

of the review, the local programmes were able to develop a deeper understanding of why

the projects had developed in the ways that they did. Reflecting on their experience of the

community chest pilot, community development workers recommended that more staff

time and resources were needed to properly support the community chest panel in

assessing proposals and to support community chest groups in delivering their projects.

They felt that the community chest panels had been rushed to allocate money, and had

subsequently failed to subject the proposals to a rigorous analysis. Similarly, local

programmes had encouraged groups to make applications for funding without properly

assessing their capacity to deliver over the long-term. The combined effect of this was

that some projects received funding even though their ambitions were too high or their

budgets were incomplete. The findings from the review supported this position, showing

that of the six non-constituted groups awarded funding, three suffered from members of

the group dropping out or being unavailable to provide the service. The Community

Development Workers all agreed that they did not have enough time to properly support

the community chest projects. As a result, of the eleven groups who were spending their

funding by November 2004, four were spending their money on things that were not

identified in their community chest application or having plans to do things that were not

identified in their community chest application. It is now up to each programme to show

that it has used the experience of the community chest pilot to improve the way in which

it supports local groups to provide needs led services in the community.
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Appendix 1

Community Chest Pilot – Evaluation Report & Monitoring
Information

Group – Uganda Community Relief Association
Reference No – 45

Project – Targeted support – individual assessments

Activities – Target 10 women living in High Cross and Roundway (5 from each programme area).
All are refugees or asylum seekers experiencing long-term unemployment due to literacy.  Provide
individual assessments advice and guidance in addition to teaching literacy skills which will
include reading, writing, spelling and speaking English.

How has the project equipped parents with the ability to assist their children to learn to read,
support them with speech and language difficulties and make representations on their behalf e.g.
G.P’s, schools etc.?

Can you give any examples to support this?

How has the project helped to raise confidence and self-esteem through the educational
opportunities provided?

How has the PAL system worked and can you give examples of where this relationship has
supported families?

How has the PAL supported individuals learning and development?

What is the feedback from participants on the project?

Any other supporting information

Please provide completed monitoring forms for all parents attending the project.  Each person
should complete a full monitoring form and then the attendance forms should be completed by all
users, one form for each month of the project.

This evaluation report and the monitoring forms should be sent to Elizabeth Gorman, Sure Start
High Cross, Lansdowne Road Health Centre, 1a Lansdowne Road, Tottenham, London, N17
OLL.
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INTRODUCTION: WHAT THIS REPORT IS ABOUT

This paper reports on my scrutiny of the process used for Community Chest grants in Haringey Sure Start, through a

sample of the paperwork.  It summarises key findings, makes one recommendation  and some suggestions for areas

for review.

PROCESS OF SCRUTINY

Papers relating to the process of Community Chest funding were provided

for me as well as a selection of application forms and associated

decisions. These were selected for appraisal on the following grounds,

following a discussion with the Community Chest Coordinator:

By size of programme (on advice from the Coordinator), resulting in 2 applications each from

Noel Park, Roundway, Park Lane and High Cross, and 4 from Westgreen and Chestnuts.

Of these the following were included: new groups/established groups; successful/unsuccessful in

gaining funding; and including a group whose first language is not English. One application for

an individual grant was scrutinised.

Within these criteria, selection of individual applications was random. As scrutineer, I do not

have a personal connection with these Sure Start local programmes.

I have read through all the paperwork above, and drawn up a chart related to decisions on

individual applications which is included as an appendix. The following sections summarise

findings across the applications and paperwork reviewed, makes one recommendation, and

makes suggestions for areas for review.

FINDINGS

These findings include comments on the overall process, followed by observations on specific aspects of the

process.

General

The papers reveal an impressive and developmental approach to working with communities, which builds on the

‘great wealth of learning and experience in our diverse communities’.
1
 Processes and decisions are robust and give

evidence of attention to quality of initiatives, to addressing inequalities, and to building capacity within

communities.

Decisions

                                                          
1
 See ‘Aims’ in Internal Guidelines, Sure Start Local Programmes Haringey Community Chest Pilot
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The decisions taken by panels abide by the criteria, and draw on detailed and helpful advice from Coordinators,

while not following these  recommendations in all cases. At times, different panels take different decisions about an

application, while keeping within the guidelines. These different perspectives appear to be appropriate.

However, it is not always clear whether Coordinators’ recommendations were considered. For example, five reasons

were given by the Coordinator for not funding the Healing Way Haringey project (Ref. 05). Clearly the panel can

reject the Coordinator’s advice, but it would be helpful if the chair guided the panel to consider it.  The minutes do

not give an indication as to whether these reasons were considered and rejected and on what grounds; or whether the

reasons were not considered.

Paperwork

The paperwork is comprehensive, but written clearly and simply. There are clear statements of vision, aims,

objectives and values.  Consistency and fairness across a range of factors have been thought through and built in,

with very clear guidance for applicants and for panels. The language used throughout is a model of clarity.  The

‘Main Grants Appraisal Panel Report’ headings allow for a summary of key factors from the application forms,

together with relevant information, with an important link to meeting Sure Start objectives (see heading 3) , and a

scoring format to assess the viability of the project (heading 4). It also includes recommendations to the panel, and

conditions of the award. See below for comments on these. A small suggestion: this document should perhaps be

called Main Grants Report to the Appraisal Panel, as it appears to be completed by professional staff to give

guidance, rather than being a report of the panel.

Applications

The format allows for clear and relevant details to be included. In some cases it is not clear who filled the form out:

whether it was an individual involved, someone else helping those involved, or a group. Without this information, it

is difficult to comment on how useful the process is to applicants whose first language is not English. Project details

are in the main sufficient for panels to assess feasibility and usefulness of the proposals; where this is not the case,

further details are sought with support offered for submission to the next panel.

Proposals for evaluation

There are some creative proposals for review and evaluation which could be disseminated. For example, Pembury

Drop- In (Ref. 03) intends a variety of methods of measuring success, including both forms and oral feedback and

photographs. The Story Factory proposes excellent and varied evaluation methods, including digital photographs, a

journal, verbal feedback and final meeting with participants.

Processes for involvement and consistency

The processes offer a good balance of two key factors: involvement of residents themselves in the processes; and

detailed but simple guidelines to ensure objectivity. For example, there is clear guidance on conflict of interest.

Consistent approaches have been taken across the five programmes, while allowing for different panels to make

different decisions for projects applying across more than one programme.

Recommendations and conditions from Coordinators

Advice from Community Chest Coordinators in ‘Recommendations’ and ‘Conditions of Award’ is in all cases clear

and supportive, and shows an encouraging and developmental approach. This is admirable, and can be favourably

compared with approaches taken in other schemes which can perversely reward the setting of unrealistic targets and

can be often combined with punitive approaches to performance monitoring. What is welcome and evident here is a

commitment to support and development. Some applications are clearly outside the remit for the Community Chest.

For all others, whether recommended for full, partial or no funding, clear reasons are given and conditions carefully

thought through to build for success either immediately or in the future.  Where relevant, pilots are suggested, as

well as further training, proposals for insurance, attention to child protection. The process is clearly flexible rather

than rigid, so for example, where one application had not been able to make contact with their holding organisation

within the timescale, this does not rule this application out for consideration.

Panel discussion
As evidenced in the minutes, panel discussions were clearly led, structured and recorded. All the preparatory work

seems to have led to clear processes and good meetings. The conflict of interest requirements appear to have been

carried through in a straightforward way. The introductions to each programme area give panel members relevant

information on other local provision for children and parents against which to assess applications against local need.

In one case at least a detailed map was provided.
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On several occasions, panels raised issues which address specific inequalities. At High Cross, the fact that an

application did not include any proposals for partnership working with disabled children was raised by the panel.

The relevance of several projects to specific ethnic minority groups was commented on. Clearly the whole

programme is intended to address inequalities. Below there are some additional suggestions for how this could be

brought out more explicitly.  There are examples of suggestions from the Panel for good links to be made for

example; the High Cross Panel suggests that Story sacks could be linked with the Book and Toy bus for additional

use. Elsewhere links and learning between programmes are proposed.

As mentioned above, where recommendations are not followed,  it would be useful to record whether they have

been discussed and why they were not followed.

Review of unspent budget

Two panels allocated their entire budget (Roundway and Park Lane).  Noel Park panel decided to spend the smallish

sum not allocated for a workshop for successful applicants.  High Cross  had  a sum of £1500 unspent, and

Westgreen and Chestnut had a large sum, £6,500 unspent, which they decided to fund ‘a welcome event and training

for funded project, including monitoring and evaluation’ (see minutes).  This last one seems a large sum unspent

with very broad activities for proposals for spending. It is not clear if it is the panel or Sure Start staff who will

decide in more detail how this relatively large sum should be spent. It would be helpful if the minutes of each panel

clarified the budget available from current and future rounds, and that unspent funds would be returned to the

Community Chest fund if no further proposals are made by the panel.

Review of panel meeting

Three panels were invited to comment on their experience of participating on the panel : Noel Park, Roundway  and

Park Lane reviewed the process positively.  Panels at Westgreen and Chestnuts, and at  High Cross do not appear to

have been asked to comment.

Equal Opportunity (EO) and Child Protection (CP) policies

Some applicant organisations have their own EO and CP policies; some refer to those of their holding organisations.

A few give details of what they would do to promote both EO and Child Protection. The Parents’ Organising

Committee at Pembury Drop-in for example provided no policies, but gave some thoughtful suggestions as to how

their practice will take these into account. While policies are needed, what is important for practice is that the

initiating group demonstrate that they have thought through how their proposal will take diversity into account, and

how it will help to challenge inequalities. See the recommendation below.

RECOMMENDATION AND SUGGESTED AREAS FOR REVIEW

The processes in general and in detail are very well thought through. One recommendation  is made below, followed

by  suggestions for areas to review. These are offered for consideration for future rounds of the Community Chest

process. The need for continuous review  needs to be balanced by the concern not to further complicate the process.

RECOMMENDATION
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EO and Child Protection policies

It is recommended that EO and CP policies are complemented by a requirement for applicants to

demonstrate that they have thought through how their proposal will take diversity into account, and how it

will help to challenge inequalities. Similarly they need to show that they have considered issues of Child

Protection in relation to their project.

Clear policies are necessary in the event of a complaint or allegation. If individuals have been involved themselves

in drafting a policy, then this process can be very useful to actively thinking through implications of diversity for

their project. Where the policy already exists, or is the policy of a holding organisation, it will build capacity for

applicants to be encouraged to think through for themselves and discuss simple ways they can promote EO and CP.

This may be an issue which some groups will need to discuss with a community development worker.

SUGGESTED AREAS FOR REVIEW

1. Monitoring

Two issues regarding monitoring should be considered: one involves gender/disability/ethnic origin; the other

concerns clarity of what is being monitored.

a) It would be useful as the scheme gets established to require monitoring of  users by gender/ethnic

origin/disability. Clearly it is important to know which ethnic group are using facilities funded by Community Chest

grants.  It is also important to raise awareness of gender differences: it would be interesting for example for people

to notice who is using  the computer resource proposed by Devon Close Pre school (Ref 2) , whether these are male

or female carers; or boys/girls. It may also help to plan future work to monitor where parents/carers are male or

female.

b) Sometimes it is not clear whether monitoring refers to individuals using a project over the whole period (

i.e. repeated use by the same person) , or visits by different individuals. For example, in Le Rendez vous les petits

(Ref. 7_  15 people are expected per session. Is this thought to be the same 15 people, or different?  In the Parents’

Forum (Ref. 23), 10 children and 10 parents/carers are expected to use the facility per week, totalling  400 children

and 400 adults per year. It needs to be clear whether this is 400 different people, or 400 visits.

2. Evaluation

As the Community Chest develops, applicants can be encouraged to learn from some of the varied evaluation

methods other projects are using. For example, the Story Factory application includes excellent and varied

evaluation methods, including photographs, a journal, verbal feedback and a final meeting. Evaluation needs to refer

back to the aims of the project.

3 Who has written the application?

You may want information on who has filled in the application form, not in order to exclude group who get help

from others, but to assess the level of support that is required by different kinds of groups as part of the development

process.

4. Unspent budget

It would be useful to be clearer in advance who will take decisions about proposals for unspent budget, if relatively

large sums (such as £6,500 in Westgreen and Chestnut) remain unspent.
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5. Alternative funding
Haringey Refugee Consortium application was rejected as it was considered that funding should be available from

the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB). There should be a review of links between Sure Start and SRB processes, so

that good projects do not fall between two funders.

6. Confidentiality

One of the proposals scrutinised contained a  note of a meeting convened by Haringey Education Services giving

details of a named pupil’s behaviour. It may be useful to draw attention of applicants to the need to keep records

from individual children or families confidential.

7. Review of the process

It is useful to ask the panel to comment on their experience, as three panels did. As the scheme continues, panel

members could be asked to reflect on why felt as they did, and what was it that helped to create a good/less good

process. Panel members can then be explicit about positive factors and use them in other activities they are involved

in.

8. Compensation for time spent by project applicants: Le Rendez vous des Petits (Ref. 07)  includes a sum

for compensation for time spent by 3 persons amongst other expenses. It would be helpful to tell applicants if there a

policy on this.

It is understood that individual grants are to be discontinued, therefore no suggestions are made for this area of

work.

A FINAL COMMENT: MAXIMISING VALUE

This Community Chest process is detailed and extremely well thought out. Its development must have been time

consuming, in relation to decisions about  relatively small sums of money. It appears that this time has been well

spent in its expected impact of community capacity building. However, it seems important that this work is

disseminated to other Sure Start projects so that the investment in time is used widely.
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APPENDIX: COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS SCRUTINISED

Programme Ref no and

organisation

New/

established

Successful/

Unsucc

Points noted Unspent budget

and review of

the process

1. Noel Park 08 Migrant

Families Support

group

(also applied to

Roundway  and

Park Lane)

New Successful only in this

programme; grant of

nearly double what was

requested : not

specified why: assume

it is 1/3 of total for 1

out of 3 workshops

Agree with concerns

about finance and lack

of clarity about

timescale, length of

workshop and small

no of beneficiaries.

Target needs to clarify

if it refers to numbers

per session or overall

numbers.

Mothers/fathers?

Decision for

unspent budget to

be spent on

welcome

workshop:

sounds

appropriate;

process positively

reviewed.

07

Le Rendez vous

les petits
New Successful EOP and CP not

included, and no

details given;

suggest scoring of

1/3 for each is too

high   
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Programme Ref no and

organisation

New/

established

Successful/

Unsucc

Points noted Unspent

budget and

review of

the process

2. Roundway 23

Parents’ Forum

members

New Successful Coordinator’s

recommendations

detailed and helpful;

showed flexibility –

application not ruled

out because contact

not made in time

with holding orgn.

Target parent users:

400 annually: needs

to be clear if this is

total number of

visits, or total

number of parents

using it.

Mentions translations

in the application

Will the monitoring

questionnaire have

ethnic/gender

information?

All

allocated.

Process

positively

reviewed.

08

Migrant Families

Support group

(also applied to

Noel Park and Park

Lane)

New Refused by  Roundway

and Park Lane; grant

agreed by Noel Park

Clear and relevant

reasons for rejection

but inviting group to

reapply; link to Noel

Park, and willingness

to learn from what

happens there
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05 Healing Way

(joint with High

Cross and Park

Lane)

New Successful;

Agreed by

 High Cross and

Park

Lane

Funding agreed

contrary to Co-

ordinator’s advice;

only one of her

comments was

considered

[translations]

although venue,

trainers qualifications

raised; also meeting

with Comm devt

worker proposed.

3. Westgreen

and

Chestnuts

52

Haringey Refugee

Consortium

Charity &

company

1991

No Recommendation

was to part  fund;

panel decided not to

fund, since they

thought funding

would be available

from Single

Regeneration budget.

What is link between

panel view and SRB

process?
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Programme Ref no and

organisation

New/

established

Successful/

Unsucc

Points noted Unspent

budget and

review of

the process

27

Congole Refugee

Centre

Charity 2001 Part funding; not clear why

£4,500 was granted rather

than £5000 requested,

although panel wanted some

clarification of costs.

Detailed and helpful

comments and

recommendations

from Coordinator.

Varied and relevant

evaluation methods

proposed.

43

Cabinda

Community

Assocn.

(joint with Park

Lane)

Charity May

03

Unsuccessful Not eligible as

appears to be aimed

at older children.

Proposal contained a

note of a meeting

giving details of a

named pupil’s

behaviour: note need

for confidentiality.

34

West Green

Playgroup

Charity

Estab. 1973

Successful Does monitoring of

users include ethnic

/gender profile?

Evaluation needs to

be developed, as

suggested.

4. Park Lane 03

Parents’ organising

Committee

Pembury Drop-in

(joint with High

Cross)

Established Successful in both

programmes

Panel proposal to

spread across drop

ins
All

allocated.

Process

positively

reviewed.
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Programme Ref no and

organisation

New/

established

Successful/

Unsucc

Points noted Unspent

budget and

review of

the process

05 Healing Way

new

Successful Conditions  included

43 Cabinda

Community

Association

Unsuccessful Panel ‘agreed with

appraisal

recommendation’

not to fund.

Proposal contained a

note of a meeting

giving details of a

named pupil’s

behaviour: note need

for confidentiality.

08

Migrants Families

support group

New Refused by  Park Lane and

Roundway ; grant agreed by

Noel Park

Panel felt ‘not clear

what group wanted

to do’

11

Albanian/Kosovan

Family group

New Successful Clear decision, with

reasons; not clear

who filled in

application form

5. High Cross 02

Devon Close

Preschool

Established,

Reg charity

Successful Helpful

recommendations to

get training; and re

insurance and

security

Info provided on

comparative costs

Budget of

£10,000;

£8563

grants

awarded.

There does

not seem to

have been a

discussion

on unspent

budget.

Process of

panel not

reviewed?

03

Parents’ organising

Committee

Pembury Drop-in

(joint with Park

Lane )

Established Successful EOP and CP:

thoughtful detail

included in proposal

though no policy.

Panel made useful

proposals for link to

book and toy bus.

‘Measuring success’:

very creative; how is

this checked up on?
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Programme Ref no and

organisation

New/

established

Successful/

Unsucc

Points noted Unspent

budget and

review of

the process

Mov 05 Healing Way

(joint with

Roundway and

Park Lane)

New Successful Funding agreed

contrary to Co-

ordinator’s advice;

were her reasons

considered?

Individual

devt grant at

Roundway

11

Elle Uwakwe

Has been a volunteer at Roundway for between 6 and 12 months; application for 2

homeopathy workshops and childcare for 2 full days. Funding agreed. The applicant

will offer guidance to other parents on homeopathic treatment. Not clear what level of

expertise applicant will have after 2 workshops, and what level of advice she will be

able to give. There is no information on quality of the provider. Ethnic origin not

noted.


